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In this note the word “group” means “a finite solvable group.” The 
concept of a Carter subgroup of a group was generalized at two stages. 
First, Gaschtitz introduced in [6] the concept of an $-covering subgroup, 
when 5 is a saturated formation. Next, Schunk showed [15] that we can 
replace formations by the more general notion of “a saturated homomorph” 
(renamed here “H classes”). The generalization of system normalizers to 
formations (“5 normalizers”) was given by Carter and Hawkes in [4]. The 
present paper is a (partially successful) attempt to generalize system nor- 
malizers further, to the context of H classes. 
Carter and Hawkes show that $j normalizers can be characterized as the 
last members of certain chains of subgroups, consisting of so called critical 
subgroups. We have chosen that property as the definition of our generalized 
system normalizers. This has the disadvantage that, in contrast with forma- 
tions, critical subgroups with respect to a given H class do not always exist. 
Thus, we have restricted ourselves to H classes for which critical subgroups do 
exist. This still includes some interesting H classes which are not formations. 
In the last section, we indicate briefly the possibility of two other conatruc- 
tions. The first is obtained by replacing critical subgroups by so called 
‘p critical” subgroups. The second construction is given by using the 
Carter-Hawkes definition of 3 normalizers, but allowing certain normal 
subgroups in this definition to be chosen arbitrarily. This last theory was 
announced in [ 131, and was also developed (independently) by M. J. Prentice 
(we are grateful to Mrs. Prentice for communicating her resuhs to us prior to 
publication). 
Notation and terminology are mostly standard. The reader is referred to [4] 
for the concepts from formation theory. 
1. HCLASSES 
DEFINITION. A nonempty class of (finite solvable) groups is an H class, if 
it contains with each group all of its homomorphic images. 
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DEFINITION. A group isprimitiwe, if it contains a minimal normal subgroup 
N such that N = C(N). 
DEFINITION. An H class 5 is sutwated, if GE sj whenever all primitive 
homomorphic images of G lie in $. 
Let H = G/K be primitive. Then the unique minimal normal subgroup of 
H has a complement M/K in H, where M is maximal in G. In H, we must 
have Core M/K = 1, hence, in G, Core M = K, and H = G/Core M. 
Conversely, given any maximal subgroup M of G, denote K = Core M, 
then in G/K the subgroup M/K is maximal and has trivial core, therefore, 
G/K is primitive. Thus, the set of primitive homomorphic images of G is the 
same as the set of groups G/Core M, where M ranges over the maximal 
subgroups of G. 
If M is a maximal subgroup of G, K = Core M, N/K is the unique 
minimal normal subgroup of G/K, then N/K is a complemented chief factor 
of G/K, the automorphism group induced by G on this chief factor is isomor- 
phic to G/N, and G/K, being the semi-direct product of N/K and M/K, is 
isomorphic to the splitting extension of N/K by its automorphism group 
G/N. Conversely, let R/S be any complemented chief factor of G, with 
complement M/S, say. Then M is a maximal subgroup of G, and if we define 
K and N as above, then R/S is G isomorphic to N/K. Thus, an H class 5~ is 
saturated if, and only if, GE fi whenever all splitting extensions H = NM, 
N 4 H, N n M = 1 lie in 8, where N is any complemented chief factor 
of G, and M is the group that G induces on N. This formulation of the 
definition can be thought of as a local definition of saturated H classes. 
From now on, .$j stands always for some saturated H class. 
DEFINITION. Let M be a maximal subgroup of the group G. M is 5 normal 
if G/Core ME &, and 9j abnormal otherwise. 
DRFINITION. Let M and G be as before. M is fi ti&zZ, if M is sj abnormal 
and G = MF(G). (F(G) is the Fitting subgroup of G.) 
DEFINITION. Let R/S be a complemented chief factor of G, with com- 
plement M/S. Then R/S is fi central if M is & normal, and 8 eccentric, 
otherwise. 
From the remarks preceding this string of definitions it is obvious that the 
choice of M in the last definition is immaterial. As a matter of fact, a maximal 
subgroup M is $j normal if, and only if, it complements an $-central chief 
factor. 
If & is a saturated formation, defined locally by the integrated set of 
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formations (B(p)}, then our concepts sj normal, etc., coincide with those of 
Carter-Hawkes ([4], Section 2). However, if the set {k(p)} is not integrated, 
then our definition of H normal is more restrictive. 
Notice that we do not define the concept of sj central for Frattini chief 
factors. 
In contrast to the case of formations, it is possible that we have G 4 6 
without G containing any e-critical subgroups. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let P be the group generated freely by x1 , x2 , xs , xq , xs , 
subject to the identical relations x 5 = 1, ((x,~), z) = 1. In ([9], p. 419) 
Huppert has shown that P possesses an automorphism a, such that 
(xi , x, , xa) and (xa , x5) are a invariant, (x, , xs , x,>P’/P’ and (xp , x&P‘/P’ 
are a irreducible, with a having order 31 on the first group and order 3 on the 
other. P’ is the direct product of three a-irreducible groups, P’ = PlPZp3, 
with P, = (x1, xg , xs)‘, P2 = (x4, x6)‘, and P3 having order Y. Let 
Q = P/PIP* . Both (x1 , xs , xa) and (x4 , xs) are a invariant, therefore, as3 
multiplies each xi by an element of PIP, . Thus, a induces in Q an auto- 
morphism of order 93, which we also denote by a. The semidirect product 
H = Q(a) is a group of order P * 3 * 3 1, containing a unique minimal 
normal subgroup Q’. 
Let Qr be an H module, H isomorphic to Q’, and form the semidirect 
product K = QIH. Let Qs be the diagonal subgroup of Qr x Q’. Then 
K = Q?H and K/Q, gg K/Q2 g H. 
H has a faithful completely reducible module over GF(7) (e.g., the regular 
representations). This module has some irreducible summand N on which Q’ 
acts nontrivially. Since Q’ is contained in each nontrivial normal subgroup of 
H, N is faithful for H. 
Let Nr and N, be two copies of N. Consider Ni as a K module, by taking 
C,(NJ = Qi (i = 1,2). F orm the semidirect product G = (Nr x N,)K. 
Then N, x Ns = Co(N, x N,), therefore Nr x N, = F(G). 
Now define $3 to be the class of all groups I, such that, if N is a com- 
plemented chief factor of L, of order pn say, then either p # 5, or p = 5 and 
n < 3. Then G 4 5, since G involves Q,N,N,/NrNs , a complemented chief 
factor of order 5e. However, all chief factors of G below F(G) are $j central, 
and thus G contains no !&critical subgroups. 
We describe now some types of H classes for which critical subgroups can 
always be found. 
First, let B(p) b e, f or each prime p, an H class. Let 5, be the class of all 
groups G such that, whenever N is a complemented chief factor of G, of order 
pn say, then G induces on N a group in e(p). Then $3 is a saturated H class. 
Assume that the $(p)‘s are integrated, in the sense that b(p) C $3 for each p 
(if {B(p)> is not integrated, then the set {B(p) n $} defines the same 5j and is 
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integrated). Then any group G, G $ fi, contains !$critical maximal subgroups. 
This is proved in precisely the same way as th. 4.5 of Carter-Hawkes [4]. 
In particular, let s(p), for all p, be the minimal H class containing the 
groups De and D,, . Here D,, denotes the dihedral group of order 2n. Assume 
that $3 (defined in the previous paragraph) is a formation. Then, by the 
Gaschtitz-Lubeseder theorem ([ll], 6.7.25), fi is locally defined by a set of 
formations s(p), say. Thus De, D,, E g(2), and, therefore, Dm E B(2). 
Now the cyclic group of order 15 has a faithful one-dimensional representation 
over GF(24), and this can be induced to a faithful two-dimensional representa- 
tion of DW. Thus D, acts irreducibly and faithfully on a group N of order 2s; 
letting G be the semidirect product ND,, we have G E & [since D, E s(2)], 
which is not true because $3(2) contains only the groups D, , D,, and the 
groups of order 1 and 2. Therefore, qj is not a formation. 
As a further example, let n be a fixed positive integer, and let sj, be the 
class of all groups in which all complemented chief factors have orders pm, 
with p a prime and m < n (in other words, the index of each maximal sub- 
group is p”‘, pm as before). Example 1 shows that !jjn is usually not a formation 
for tl > 1; !& is, however, a saturated H class. Assume G 4 & , and write 
F(G)/@(G) = Nl x *a* x N,. , where each Ni is a minimal normal subgroup 
of G/@(G). Let ] Ni ] = pyi (p p rime), and let m = max mi , Ci = CANi). By 
([IO], Satz 23), r(G/F(G)) < m.Thus,G$&, implies m > n, hence, G possesses 
!&-eccentric chief factors below F(G), and G contains &-critical subgroups. 
If GESS,, then, in the above notations, we must have m < n, and the 
preceding argument shows r[G/F(G)] < n, therefore, also Y[G/@(G)] ,< n. 
Conversely, r(G/@(G)) ,< n obviously implies G E $j, . Thus, 8, is the class 
of groups for which r(G/@(G)) < n. Th is suggests immediately the following 
generalization. Let 5 be any formation, and let sj = !+j@) be the class of 
groups G for which G/@(G) E 5. Then Jj is an H class. Assume G/Core ME $3, 
for all maximal subgroups M of G. Since @(G/Core M) = I this means 
G/Core ME 5. As 0(G) = n M = n Core M, we get G/@(G) E 5, GE $, 
and $j is saturated. 
Let G be a group, Nr ,..., N, be all the minimal normal subgroups of 
G/@(G), and assume that all the chief factors Ni are fi central. Let Mi be a 
complement of Ni , Ki = Core Mi , K = n K, . Then K > Q(G), and K 
contains none of the Ni’s, therefore K = Q(G). Since each G/Ki E 5, we 
have G/K E 3 and GE jj. Thus, if G $ $3, then some N, is $ eccentric. This 
Ni is a complemented chief factor belowF(G), and any complement to it is an 
H-critical subgroup. So the classes jj(B) are another example of the type of 
H classes we are looking for. 
DEFINITION. A maximal subgroup M of the group G is ~-p-critical, if M 
is !ij abnormal and G = MO,#,(G). 
4W4/3-2 
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We first modify example 1, to obtain groups without !$pcritical subgroups. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let H, K, G, N be as in Example I. Consider L = NH, 
N n H = 1. L has a faithful module, U, over GF(5). Consider some L-com- 
position series of U. The stability group of this series is a 5-group, therefore, 
N acts nontrivially on some factor of the series; as N is the only minimal 
normal subgroup of L, this factor I’, say, is a faithful irreducible module for L 
over GF(5). 
Let V, , Va be two copies of V, and let G act on Vi by taking Co( Vi) = 
NiQr , Co(V,) = N,Q, (notice that G/NiQa z G/NaQi r L). Define jj by: 
T E 8 if, and only if, for each chief factor of T, having order 5” and com- 
plement M, T/Core M is an epimorphic image of VL. Let T = (VI x Vz)G 
(semidirect product), then T 4 sj, as in example 1, but the chief factors 
V 19 Vz are sj central, and V, x Vz = O5,,5(T). Thus T contains no 
&p-critical subgroups. 
Suppose a(p) is a formation, for each prime p. Recall that a,(G) is the 
intersection of all maximal subgroups of G having index pn. Let 5 be the 
class of all groups G such that G/@,(G) E N(P), for all p. Then, as above, 
we see that 5j is a saturated H class and that, if G # 8, then G contains 
e-p-critical subgroups for at least one prime p. In particular, the class 6 of 
example I is obtained by taking &(p) to be the class of all groups for p # 5, 
while B(5) is the class of groups of 5-rank <3. 
2. 5j NORMALIZERS 
In this section we assume that 8 is a saturated H-class possessing the 
property: 
(C) If G 4 sj, then G contains &critical maximal subgroups. (Alternatively, 
we could take arbitrary 8, and consider a fixed group G, such that all sections 
of G satisfy (C).) 
DEFINITXON. Let G be a group. A subgroup D of G is an 5 normalixer of 
G, if there exists a chain of subgroups 
D =H,,CH,C-CH, = G (1) 
such that each Hi is an e-critical maximal subgroup of Hi+1 (i = 0, l,..., n - 1) 
and such that H,, contains no &critical maximal subgroups (if GE Sj, we 
interpret the deiinition to mean D = G). 
In view of(C), the condition or Ho is equivalent to : D E fi. 
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THEOREM 1. LetG~G*beanepimorp~.LetDbemr4jnwmaliznof 
G, D* its image. Then D* is MI $j nomalizer of G*. 
Proof. We let stars denote epimorphic images. If G E 4j there is nothing 
to prove. Otherwise, consider the chain (1). By induction, D* is an 
$3 normalizer of H,*_, . Now either Hz*_, = G* or H,*_, is an $-critical 
maximal subgroup of G*. In either case, an $j normalizer of H,*_, is an 
$j normalizer of G*, and we are done. 
For any group G, F(G)/@(G) can be written as a direct product 
NIIW) x **- x N,/@(G), 
where each N,/@(G) is a complemented chief factor of G ([q, Satz 13). We 
let stars denote images [mod Q(G)]. 
LEMMA 1. Assume that N,* is the ody sj-eccentric factor among the 
Ni+‘s. Then any two complements of N,* are conjugate. 
Proof. Define F by FIN, = F(G/N,). First, assume that F = F(G). 
Then, by (C), G/N1 E $3, while G/O(G) $ !+j (by eccentricity of N,*). It follows 
that the complements of N,* in G* are exactly the !$covering subgroups of 
G*, and thus are all conjugate. 
Next, let F #F(G). F*(G) is complemented in G*, therefore F(G)/N, is 
complemented. Say G = MF(G), M n F(G) = Ni . Then M n F Q G, and 
we let KIN, be a chief factor of G with K < M n F. Suppose 1 N,* ] = p”, 
then 1 K* 1 = pnqm, where q # p, since K $ F(G). Now a standard argument 
shows that the complements of Ni* are the normalizers of the Sylow q sub- 
groups of K*, and thus are all conjugate. 
THEOREM 2. Any two $j normalizers of a group G are conjugate. 
Proof. By induction on ] G 1, the case GE sj being trivial. Let the $5 
normalizer D of G be defined by means of the chain (l), and denote H = H,,-l . 
Then D is an & normalizer of H. Let E be a different sj normalizer, then there 
exists an $+Akal subgroup K such that E is an 8 normalizer of K. In the 
notation of the lemma, we may assume that H complements N,*. 
If Ni* is the only sj eccentric N<*, then Lemma 1 implies that His conjugate 
to K, and by induction D is conjugate to E. Thus, we assume that Nr* is 
not the only 5 eccentric N‘*, and at first we also assume that K does not 
complement N,*. Then K 2 Ni , and K complements Na*, say. 
Since G = N,H, we have K = N,(H n K), and Ni n H n K = O(G). 
Since G = F(G)K, K induces on each chief factor of G the same group as G. 
In particular, N,* is an &eccentric chief factor of K, and thus H n K is an 
&critical maximal subgroup of K. Similarly, H n K is an &-critical maximal 
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subgroup of H. By induction, D and E are conjugate to an $s normalizer of 
H n K, and thus to each other. 
Finally, assume that K does complement N,*. Let L be a complement of 
an b-eccentric Ni* with i # 1. Then by the previous argument both D and E 
are conjugate to an sj normalizer of L, and to each other. 
Let D be an $3 normalizer of G, defined by means of the series (1). Consider 
a chief series of G 
1 = G,, Q G, Q *.. CI G,,, = G. (2) 
Then H = Hnel avoids exactly one factor in (2), this factor being com- 
plemented and $j eccentric, and covers the rest. H induces the same group as 
G on each factor in (2), and {Gi n H} is a chief series for H. Moreover, if 
Gi+i/Gi is complemented in G, by M say, and H covers G,+,/Gi, then 
G = Gi+,M = (Gi+, n H) GiM = (Gi+, n H)M, 
hence H = (G,+i n H)(H n M), and Gi+i n H/Gi n H is complemented in 
H. Repeated use of these facts, together with D E sj, proves easily the following 
THEOREM 3. (a) D covets or avoids each factor in (2). 
(b) {D n Gi} is, after omitting repetitions, a chief series for D. 
(c) I f  D covers the factor K/L in (2), then Aut,(K/L) = Aut,(K/L). 
(d) Among the complemented factors in (2), D covers exactly the &central 
O?MS. 
(e) I f  K/L in (2) is cowered ZJJJ D, the-n Auto(K/L) E 8. 
(f) I f  the semidirect product (K/L) Auto(K/L) E $, then D covers K/L. 
EXAMPLE 3. We use the notations of Example 1. Let Z, be the ring of 
integers (mod n). The action of cx on Q’ can be given by a certain 6 x 6 
matrix over Z, . Regarding this matrix as being over Z, , it defines an auto- 
morphism of the free Z, module, R say. We let H act on R by letting Q 
centralize R, while (Y acts as just described. Form the semidirect product 
G = RH, and take 5j = $3a (the classes 5, were defined in Section I). Then 
R/@(R) is an &eccentric factor, hence, H@(R) is an &critical maximal sub- 
group. In H@(R), H is & critical and HE qj. Hence, H is an f, normalizer of 
G. The three chief factors of G : Q’, R/@(R), Q(R) are all isomorphic, but 
Q’ is covered by H, while the other two are avoided; here R/#(R) is com- 
plemented, the other two factors are not. 
THEOREM 4. Let G = F(G)H, and let E be an !tj normalizer of H. Then 
ECDr\H,whereDisan~twrmalizerofG. 
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Proof. Let H, be a maximal subgroup containing H (we may assume 
H # G). By induction, E _C EI n H, where E1 is an sj normalizer of H, . 
Thus, we may assume that H = HI is maximal. 
If H is 9 abnormal, it is $j critical, and we may take D = E. Assume that H 
is 8 normal, and let M be an !$critical maximal subgroup. Let K/L, R/S be 
chief factors of G complemented by Hand M, respectively, where R, K CF(G). 
Then K/L is fi central, while R/S is 5j eccentric, so that H covers R/S and M 
coversK/L.ThenG=HK=HL(KnM)=H(KnM),M=MnG= 
(M n H)(K n M), and K n M CF(M). Similarly, H = (M n H)(R n H). 
Since H covers R/S and Auto(R/S) = Aut,(R/S), R n H/S n H is an 
a-eccentric chief factor of H, complemented by M n H. Thus M n H is an 
b-critical maximal subgroup of H. Therefore, we may assume that E is an 
5 normalizer of M n H. By induction, there exists an !$normalizer D of M 
such that EC D n M n H = D n H. Since D is also an sj normalizer of G, 
we are done. 
In general, the containment in Theorem 4 cannot be sharpened to equality. 
Indeed, using the notations of Example 1, we have HE sj, , but H contains 
subgroups L such that H = LF(H) and L 4 5js. Suppose, however, that sj 
is a saturated formation, that G E @, and G = HF(G). Then the intersections 
of H with a chief series of G form a chief series for H, and H induces on its 
chief factors the same automorphiim groups as G does. Since $ is locally 
defined, it follows that HE tj. Using this fact as the start of an induction 
argument, and repeating the proof of Theorem 4, we obtain 
COROLLARY 1. Let the assumptions be the same as in Theorem 4, and let 5 
be a formation. Then E = D n H. 
The corresponding statement for s-covering subgroups is proved in ([4], 
Theorem 5.12). 
Another case in which equality holds in Theorem 4 is the following. 
Suppose, under the assumptions of Theorem 4, that 1 G : H 1 is a power of 
the prime 9, and that, in all groups, chief factors of order pm are fi central. 
If GE !& then H E$ follows from the fact that G = HO,(G), hence all 
PI-chief factors of H stand in one-to-one correspondence with those of G 
above O,(G), the correspondence preserving complementation. Now 
E = D n H follows as before (this remark will be needed at the proof of 
Theorem 11). 
THEOREM 5. Let L be an sj-kmal maximal subgroup of G. Let D, be an 
$ normulizer of L. Then D, contains an $j normalizer of G. 
Proof. If L is $s critical, we are done. Therefore, assume that L 2 F(G), 
and let M be any &critical subgroup. Then L = F(L)(M n L) and, as in the 
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proof of Theorem 4, L n M is an .$-abnormal maximal subgroup of M. 
By the previous theorem, D, 2 E, where E is an fi normalizer of M n L, 
while E 1 D, where D is an $5 normalizer of M (hence, of G) follows by 
induction. 
Call a subgroup H of G fi subabnormal, if it can be connected to G by 
means of a chain (l), in which H = H, and Hi is an s-abnormal maximal 
subgroup of H,,, . Then 
COROLLARY 2. The $3 normalizes of G coincide with the minimal !+j,-sub- 
abnormal subgroups. 
We conclude this section by considering two saturated H classes, !& and &a , 
say. Assume that both fir and !+j, satisfy (C), and that 5~~ C sj, . Then an 
&s-critical subgroup is also an !&-critical subgroup, so that the definition 
implies immediately 
COROLLARY 3. Let D, be an $j2-normulizer of G. Then an fi,-normalizer of 
D, is an Sj,-normalizer of G. 
3. RELATIONS WITH SYLOW SYSTEMS AND COVERING SUBGROUPS 
In this section, 8 is as before, and 9J denotes the class of all nilpotent 
groups. We begin by quoting the following result of Shamash ([IA, 
Proposition (9)). 
LEMMA 2. Let the Sylow system G of G reduce into the subgroups H and K 
of G. Then S reduces into H n K. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a Sylow system of G, and D an 8 normalizer of G, 
defined by the chain (1). We say that G is associated with D, if 6 reduces into 
each Hi in (1). 
THEOREM 6. A Sylow system of G is assockted with exactly one 
!+j normukr. 
Proof. Let Ei be associated to D via the chain (l), and assume that B is also 
associated to the sj normaliier E via the chain 
E = K,CK,C..-CK, = G. (3) 
I f  H,-, is conjugate to K,,+1, then H,, = K,,+I because B reduces into 
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both these subgroups ([12], L emma 2). The theorem then follows by induction 
in H,-, . 
In the notation of the previous section, both H,,-l and K,+i complement 
some N,*. Let H,,-l complement N,* and K,,+i complement Ns*, say. Use 
the argument of Theorem 4, with H,,-l , K,,,-, replacing H and M, we find 
that H,-, n K,,,-l is an B-critical maximal subgroups of both H,,, and 
K,,+, . By Lemma 2,6 reduces into H,,, n Km-, . By induction, both D and 
E are equal to the unique sj normalizer of Hnel n Km-, associated with 
G n H,.ml n K,,,-1 . 
Next, assume that H,,-l and K,,,-l complement the same Ni*, Ni*, say. If 
Ns* is also sj eccentric, there exists a complement M of N,* with 6 reducing 
into M, and then the previous case shows that D and E both coincide with 
the fi normalizer of M associated with Q n M. Finally, if Ni* is the only 
$ eccentric Ni*, then H,+, and Kmml are conjugate, by Lemma 1. 
We can now improve Theorems 4 and 5. 
THEOREM 7. Let G = HF(G), and let the Sylow system G of G reduce into 
H. If D and E are the $J normalizers of G and H associated with 6 and 6 n H, 
respectively, then E C D n H. 
Proof. The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 4. We have to 
note only the following facts (where we use the notation of the proof of 
Theorem 4). First, we have H1 = H[F(G) n HJ. Here F(G) n H, Q H1 
and, moreover, F(G’) n H1 cF(G) implies that F(G) n H1 is subnormal and, 
therefore, 6 reduces into it. Thus 6 reduces into H1 (by [2], Corollary 2.8). 
Second, later in the proof we can assume that G reduces into M, and then G 
reduces into H n M, by Lemma 2. 
THEORRM 8. Let L be an &&wrmul maximal subgroup and 6 a Sylow 
system of G. Let G reduce into L, and let D, D1 be the fi normalizers of G and L 
associated with G and CZ n L, respectively. Then D1 2 D. 
The proof is identical with that of Theorem 5, using Lemma 2. 
Theorem 6 also makes it possible to define relative $3 normalizers. Assume, 
for convenience, that B r> 92 (which is equivalent to fi containing all groups of 
prime order). Let N Q G, let 6 be a Sylow system of N, D the $j normalizer 
of N associated with 6, and No(E) the relative system normalizer of 6. 
Then DNo(G) may be termed the relative $j normalizer of N in G. 
We pass next to the relation with $-covering subgroups. Let C be such a 
subgroup. If C, is conjugate to C, then C and C, are $-covering subgroups of 
(C, C,), and, therefore, conjugate in (C, C,). Thus C is pronormal (C is 
always abnormal if, and only if, $1’92). Let G be a Sylow system of G 
reducible into C. Then 6 reduces into N(C), and N(C) is abnormal (see 
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[14], 1.6). We can find a chain of subgroups, each maximal in the next, 
connecting C to G and passing through N(C). Such a chain can be chosen so 
that G reduces into each subgroup in it between C and N(C), while 5 
reduces into each subgroup containing N(C) (by [12], Lemma 6). Moreover, 
if H -3 K 2 C, and K is maximal in H, then K is 9 abnormal in H. Thus, 
repeated use of Theorem 8 yields 
THEOREM 9. Let C be an !$covering subgroup of G, and let 6 be a Sylow 
system of G reducible into C. Then C contains the !fj normalizer of G associated 
with 6. 
In [4], Section 5, Carter and Hawkes prove various results concerning 
B-covering subgroups and their relationships with 5 normalizers. Many of 
these results still hold for !$covering subgroups and 5 normalizers. 
Specifically, all the results in [4] Section 5, up to and including Theorem 5.11, 
and excepting Lemma 5.2, hold in our case. The proofs are identical to the 
ones in [4]. Theorem 5.12, however, has to be changed to the statement that, 
under the assumptions of our Theorem 4, an 43 covering subgroup of H is 
contained in one of G. The example mentioned after Theorem 4 shows that 
the exact analogue of Theorem 5.12 does not hold. The corollary to 
Theorem 5.12 holds, since our weaker version of Theorem 5.12 suffices for 
its proof. The proofs of Theorems 5.13 and 5.14 are not valid in our situation, 
and we do not know if the analogues of these theorems are true. We also 
remark that if 8 19, then one can in Theorem 5.8 of [4] replace N,(H) 
by any subgroup in which H is subnormal, and a similar remark applies to 
N;,‘(D) in 5.10 (the assumption sj 3 ‘% is also needed for the generalization of 
some of the other results of [4] mentioned in this paragraph). 
Finally, the generalization of Theorem 5.15 of [4] (also proved in [16]) 
does not hold. 
An analogue of this theorem for H classes could be formulated as follows: 
If G is a group, Nan abelian normal subgroup, $ a saturated H-class satisfying 
(C), and if G/N E 5, while G/K $1, f or any normal subgroup K properly 
contained in N, then N is complemented in G. We now show that this 
statement is not true. 
EXAMPLE 4. We use the notation of Example 3. Let T be the diagonal 
subgroup in the direct product Q’ x Q(R), and let G, = G/T. Then G, 
and N = RTIT satisfy the assumptions of the previous statement, with 
!+j = Z& . If M is a complement of N in G1 , then M@(R) is $3 critical in C, 
and M is $ critical in M@(R), hence M is an e normalizer of G, . However, 
HT/T, which has order different from that of M, is an !+j normalizer of G, by 
Theorem 1. Thus M does not exist. 
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4. GENERALIZATIONS 
In this section we indicate two directions in which our results can be 
generalized. 
Let 8 be a saturated H class. Let p be a prime. Denote by !$’ the class of 
groups all of whose complemented chief factors of order p* are $3 central. 
We shall consider the classes fi satisfying the following condition. 
(C,) For each p, if G 4 $39, then G contains s-p-critical subgroups. 
The remarks at the end of Section 1 show that there exist classes atisfying 
(C,) but not (C). From now on, let !?J be a saturated H class satisfying (C,). 
DEFINITION. A subgroup D is an fip normalizer of G, if D is the first term 
of a sequence (1), where each Hi is an fi-p-critical subgroup of Hi+.1 , and 
DEB”. 
Since O,,,(G) centralizes all p chief factors of G, we can develop a theory of 
5jP normalizers completely analogous to the theory of 9 normalizers in 
Sections 2 and 3. 
Let PI ,...,p, be the different primes dividing ] G 1. 
DEFINITION. A subgroup D is an $3 normalizer of G, if D = n Di , where 
each Di in an !$‘f normalizer of G. 
THEOREM 10. The $3 normalizers of G are all conjugate, they are homo- 
morphism invariant, and have the covering properties described in Theorem 3. 
Proof. Let D, Di , be as above. Obviously, Di contains ap,-complement of 
G. Let 1 < k < n, and assume that we already know that the intersections 
of type D, n *** n Dk are all conjugate and have an index divisible by 
Pl ,a.., Pk only. Then D, n mm* n D, and Dk+l have coprime indices, therefore 
G = (Dl n .-a n D,)D,,, . The conjugacy of all intersections of type 
Dl n a-- n D,,, follows by [7], (p. 424, footnote), while the fact that the 
index of D, n *** n D,,, is divisible by p, ,..., pk+l only follows from the 
identity 1 AB ] = ] A [III B I/] A n B 1. The conjugacy of all $3 normalizers 
follows by induction on k. 
Let PI be a pr Sylow subgroup of D, . We can choose D, ,..., D,, to contain 
PI , and then PI is a Sylow subgroup of D = n Di . We know already that 
the 5~ normalizers Di are homomorphism invariant (Theorem I), hence the 
Sylow subgroups of the D,‘s are homomorphism invariant, which in turn 
implies that the $3 normalizers are homomorphism invariant. 
The statement about covering properties follows immediately from 
Theorem 3, applied to the Di’s. 
THEOREM Il. Let the saturated cZass j satisfy conditions (C) and (C,). 
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Then the $3 normalizers in the sense of Section 2, and the 8 normalizers in the 
present sense coincide. 
Proof. We may assume G 4 !+j. Let H be an b-critical subgroup of G. 
With p1 ,..., pn as before, we may assume that the index of H is prm. Thus H is 
an fi-p,-critical subgroup. Let Ei be an $3”’ normalizer of H. Then D, = E, 
is an $3Pl normalizer of G, and by Theorem 4 there exists, for each i = 2,..., n, 
an @‘i normalizer Di of G such that Ei = Di n H. Then D =I n Di = n Ei . 
Induction shows that D is an $3 normalizer in the old sense of H, 
thus of G. 
Next, we consider a generalization of the Carter-Hawkes ideas in a direction 
different from the main body of this paper. Thus, let again p, ,..., pn be the 
different primes dividing 1 G 1. Let Ni , for i = I,..., n, be a normal subgroup 
of G, and let Ki be a pi complement of Ni . Then we shall refer to 
D = n NG(Ki) a~ an N normalizer of G. 
If Ni = N does not depend on i, the corresponding JV normalizer is just 
Philip Hall’s relative system normalizer. On the other hand, Carter and 
Hawkes’ 5 normalizers are obtained by picking the Ni’s appropriately. 
A theory of JV normalizers can be developed along the lines of [4]. As there 
is no essential difference in the proofs (and as the theory was also developed 
much more thoroughly by Mrs. Prentice) we do not pursue it any further, 
except to remark that regarding JV normalizers as a generalization of relative 
system normalizers and following [8] simplifies sometimes the proofs of [4]. 
In order to define an Jlr-covering subgroup we require more structure on 
the group G. Let us assume that, in each subgroup H of G, we are given 
subgroups Nf = N,(H) 4 H, for i as before. We assume 
(i) If x E G, H C G, then Ni(H2) = N,(H)“. 
(ii) If K Q H c G, H = KM, then KN,(H) = KN,(M). 
(Here our approach differs from that of Mrs. Prentice, in whose work the role 
of our N,(H) is played by N,(G) r\ H.) 
A chief factor K/L of H is termed 3cr central, if K/L has order pim (say) and 
is centralized by N,(H). A subgroup C of G is called an JV-cwering subgroup if
(a) Each chief factor of C is JV” central. 
(b) If C C H c G, K a Hand each chief factor of H above K is Jy central, 
then H = CK. 
Then one can prove exactly as in [6] that M-covering subgroups exist and 
are all conjugate. The theory can be developed further, again imitating [4] 
(indeed, the theory of J” normalizers and J-covering subgroups may be 
thought of a “localizing” the theory of formations at one group G and its 
sections). 
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Note Added in Proof: There is a gap in the theory of section 4, in that it is not 
proved that D E $j. The last phrase of Th. 10 should be “the covering properties 
described in Th. 3 (a), (d), (f).” 
Prentice’s work referred to in the last page has appeared in Proc. Cumbrkfge Phil. 
Sac. 66 (1969), 215-230. Our Cor. 1 was also proved by T. Hawkes (1. London Math. 
Sot. 44 (1969), p. 250). 
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